
DETJER

t h e  s t y l i s h  c h a i r



Detjer. The stylish chair.

We produce contemporary chairs, inspired by the late fifties’ 
Chandigarh style. Our designs are handmade in Jakarta, 
Indonesia, by real craftsmen and with deep respect for natural
materials.
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BENCH / B.T.H. FLATS Design lovers and stylish people should sit together. The Chandigarh 
style inspired Bench makes it possible. The handcrafted bench adds so 
much style to any room. Minimalistic furniture for people with maximum 
taste.



CABINETCABINETCABINET

Work hard but always in style with our office chair inspired by 
the genius designs of the late fifties Chandigarh style. 
Charcoal Black or Darkened Teak. Also for stylish dining. 
Please, have a seat!

Four shelves, two doors, a bit of design history and plenty of storage 
space. The Storage Cabinet is a stylish addition to our elegant range 
of Chandigarh furniture and to your tastefully decorated interior. Use 
it as a china cabinet for your living or as a minimalistic wardrobe for 
your bedroom. Available in two tones: Charcoal Black or Darkened 
Teak.

Four shelves, two doors, a bit of design history and plenty of storage 
space. The Storage Cabinet is a stylish addition to our elegant range 
of Chandigarh furniture and to your tastefully decorated interior. Use 
it as a china cabinet for your living or as a minimalistic wardrobe for your 
bedroom. Available in two tones: Charcoal Black or Dark brown.



CUSHIONS Sitting stylishly can now be more comfortable. The cushions do not 
detract from the sleek minimalist Chandigarh-inspired designs. Three 
subtle colors, perfectly fitting. It just adds. Seating comfort, living 
pleasure, cosiness. Make it easy on yourself.

Sitting stylishly can now be more comfortable. The cushions do not  
detract from the sleek minimalist Chandigarh-inspired designs. Four 
so of subtle colors, perfectly fitting. It just adds. Seating comfort, living  
pleasure, cosiness. Make it easy on yourself.



DRESSOIRDRESSOIR You’ve got class. And stuff. An ideal combination. A sideboard with 
a minimalistic design, fit for organising your stuff and simultaneously 
having a strong aesthetic impact on your interior. This masterpiece 
of Chandigarh-inspired design from the late fifties is also available in  
Charcoal Black or Dark brown. 



LOUNGE CHAIR Sit back and relax in the late fifties’ Chandigarh style. Two colours, one 
quality handcrafted in Indonesia. Produced with a great passion for 
both design and natural materials to bring a classic minimalistic style 
to your home. Available in Charcoal Black or Dark brown. 



FOOTSTOOL EASY LOUNGE Just put your feet up. You deserve to rest in style. The stool is handmade, 
Available in Charcoal Black or Dark brown. The addition of the single
Bench completes your Chandigarh-style inspired set of seating furniture.



KANGAROOKANGAROO A relaxed mind is a productive mind. With minimalism in both design 
and construction, Kangaroo is your ideal companion. Sit back and let 
your mind wander freely for a while before you jump up re-energized. 
Inspired by the famous Chandigarh style. Available in Charcoal Black or 
Dark brown.



OFFICE CHAIR Work hard but always in style with our office chair inspired by the genius 
designs of the late fifties Chandigarh style. Available in Charcoal Black  
or Dark brown. Also for stylish dining. Please, have a seat!



Charles  M & L A classic stool, fitting in the Chandigarh style of the late fifties. Remi-
niscent of a prolific Parisian design lady and an Italian manufacturer. 
Adds style and practicality as an extra seat or side table. Available in 
Charcoal Black or Dark brown.



STOOL / J.T.H FLATS  STOOL / J.T.H. FLATS 
Put your feet up. You deserve to rest in great classic style. The stool is 
meticulously handcrafted in two colours of high-quality wood and is 
a fine additional piece for completing your Chandigarh inspired 
seating set. Avalible in Darkened teak and Charcoel Black.

Put your feet up.  You deserve to rest in great classic style.  The stool is 
meticulously handcrafted in two colours of high-quality wood and is a 
fine additional piece for completing your Chandigarh inspired seating 
set. Available in Charcoal Black or Dark brown.
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